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Abstract: Social robots are expected gradually to be used by more and more people in a wider
range of settings, domestic as well as professional. As a consequence, the features and quality
requirements on human–robot interaction will increase, comprising possibilities to communicate
emotions, establishing a positive user experience, e.g., using touch. In this paper, the focus is on
depicting how humans, as the users of robots, experience tactile emotional communication with the
Nao Robot, as well as identifying aspects affecting the experience and touch behavior. A qualitative
investigation was conducted as part of a larger experiment. The major findings consist of 15 different
aspects that vary along one or more dimensions and how those influence the four dimensions of
user experience that are present in the study, as well as the different parts of touch behavior of
conveying emotions.
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1. Introduction
Robots have been entering the world of humans, in vocational as well as domestic setting, for
quite a while. Also, social robots are anticipated to have an increasing significance in everyday life for
a growing number of people [1,2]. It is therefore important to study how people want to interact with
robots and what constitutes an intuitive, smooth, and natural interaction between humans and robots.
For social robots, like in all other interactive systems, products and devices, positive user experience
(UX) is necessary in order to achieve the intended benefits. The UX is not built into the product itself;
instead, it is an outcome of the interaction that depends on the internal state of the user, the quality
and attributes of the product, and the particular situation [3,4]. Hence, UX is difficult to define but
easy to identify [5,6]. The UX of social robots needs to be a central issue of concern, because positive
UX underpins the proliferation of social robots in society [7]. Accordingly, negative UX can result in
reluctance to interact with robots and challenge the acceptance of future robotic technologies [8].
However, a positive UX does not appear by itself. It has to be systematically, thoroughly, and
consciously designed for, not least in the interactions between humans and robots [1,3,5,9,10].
Social robots, designed to interact with human beings, need to act in relation to the social and
emotional aspects of human life, and be able to sense and react to social cues. As interaction between
humans and robots become more complex, there is an increased interest in developing robots with
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human-like features and qualities that enable interaction with humans in more intuitive, smooth, and
meaningful ways [11,12]. Consequently, touch, as one of the most fundamental aspects of human social
interaction [13], has started to receive interest in the field of human–robot interaction (HRI) [14,15].
It has been argued that enabling robots to “feel”, “understand”, and respond to touch in accordance
with expectations of humans would enable a more intuitive and smooth interaction between humans
and robots [15]. The fundamental role of touch for human bonding and social interaction emphasizes
the likelihood that humans will seek to show affection by touching robots, particularly robots meant to
be engaged socially in interacting with humans. Hertenstein et al. [16] reported results from a study
of affective tactile communication between humans, demonstrating that tactile communication has
similar information content as facial and vocal communication. We therefore see a growing need to
consider touch as a natural part of the interaction between humans and social robots. However, in HRI,
touch, and especially affective touch that communicates or evokes emotion, has received less attention
than modalities such as vision and audio [15]. This stands in contrast to prior research showing that
humans want to interact with robots through touch [17–19].
In order to support the design for a positive UX in interactions with social robots, we analyze how
humans experience tactile interaction and the conveyance of emotions to the robot. This is important
in order to enable a natural interaction that the robot can interpret and respond to in an appropriate
manner. From an interaction design perspective, robots are unique in the sense that they constitute a
digital artefact that does not only provide input and output devices allowing users to access digital
content, but are able to directly feel and act upon the shared physical and social environment, with its
users. Thus, we believe that studies on tactile HRI are critical as they target a modality that to a large
degree has been absent in the study and design of other digital devices.
This paper is based on an experiment on affective tactile HRI, more precisely on how humans
convey emotions via touch to a socially interactive humanoid robot, in this case the robot Nao [20].
As a foundation for the study, we have, as far as possible, replicated a human–human interaction
(HHI) experiment conducted by Hertenstein et al. [16] so as to validate our work within the context
of natural tactile interaction. In our previous findings, reported in Andreasson et al. [21], a strong
similarity in how participants communicate emotions using touch, regardless of whether the receiver
is another human or a humanoid robot is observed and as a whole the results provide support for a
strong transfer of theories from human–human tactile interaction to the HRI domain, while there are
also notable differences compared to the results obtained by Hertenstein et al. [16].
The purpose of the current part of the study is to shed light on how humans, as the users of
robots, experience this specific kind of interaction, but also deepen the understanding regarding what
aspects influence their experience, as well as the ways they convey emotions by touch. Therefore, the
subjective perspective of the humans was examined in relation to the tactile interaction with the robot.
This means that we not only try to understand how the interaction unfolds and identifying its patterns,
but also finding out how users experience it and the underlying causes to the interaction as well as
the experience.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concepts of
HRI, socially interactive robots, user experience, human touch, and motivates their interrelatedness.
Section 3 describes the methodology of the experiment. In Section 4, the analysis and results are
reported. Section 5 provides a discussion of the research results and Section 6 outlines future work
and ends the paper with some concluding remarks.
2. Background
This section gives an overview of related work and central areas of the paper. These are
human–robot interaction [1], socially interactive robots [1], user experience [1], human touch, and the
role and relevance of touch in social HRI [22].
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2.1. Human–Robot Interaction
Robots are increasingly becoming a part of the human world. In some domains, not least in
industrial settings, they have been an important and natural part for many years. They are also
entering other settings, professional as well as domestic [2]. The purpose of robotic technology is
to make it possible for a person to do something that they could not do earlier, facilitate a certain
task, make it nicer, or provide entertainment [23]. Robots can bring different kinds of value [24], for
example, by doing monotonous assembling tasks in manufacturing or cutting the lawn. In those cases,
often humans do not need to continuously interact with the robot. Other types of robots and usage
situations—e.g., assisting elderly people—demand more frequent and multi-faceted interaction. This
interplay between robots and their users has to be carefully taken into account when developing a
robot in order for it to be valuable [1].
The problem of understanding and designing the interactions between humans and robots is the
core interest of the field of HRI [1,23]. More precisely, “HRI is the science of studying people’s behavior
and attitudes towards robots in relationship to the physical, technological and interactive features of
the robots, with the goal to develop robots that facilitate the emergence of human–robot interactions
that are at the same time efficient (according to the original requirements of their envisaged area of
use), but are also acceptable to people, and meet the social and emotional needs of their individual
users as well as respecting human values” [25].
The importance of and the attention attracted to HRI is increasing concurrently with the growing
amount of technological achievements in robotics. For the same reasons, the concept of a robot is
constantly changing [25]. Robots can vary along multiple dimensions, e.g., the types of task it is
intended to support, its morphology, interaction roles, human–robot physical proximity, and autonomy
level [26]. Roughly speaking, robots can be categorized into industrial robots, professional service
robots, and personal service robots [27]. Moreover, the role of humans in relation to robots can vary;
the human can be a supervisor, operator, mechanic, teammate, bystander, mentor or information
consumer [23,28]. Likewise, robots can have a wide range of manifestations and be used in different
application areas. There are human-like robots (humanoids and androids), robots that look like
animals, or mechanical-appearing robots. Robots can be used for urban search and rescue tasks, e.g.,
natural disasters and wilderness search; assistive and educational robotics, e.g., therapy for the elderly;
military and police, e.g., patrol support; edutainment, e.g., museum tour guide; space, e.g., astronaut
assistant; home, e.g., robotic companion; and industry, e.g., construction [1,23,25].
Consequently, the interaction between user and robot can occur in a wide variety, depending on
user, task, and context-based conditions. Generally, interaction can be either remote, i.e., the human
and the robot are spatially, and perhaps also temporarily, separated, or proximate, i.e., the human and
the robot are collocated [23]. The interaction can be indirect, which means that the user operates the
robot by commanding it, or direct, that is when the communication is bi-directional between the user
and robot, and that the robot can act on its own [27]. Dautenhahn [11] argues that in many application
areas the robots also need to have social skills, making them socially interactive robots [1].
2.2. Socially Interactive Robots
Socially interactive robots, or social robots for short, are “robots for which social interaction plays
a key role” ([29], p. 145). Such robots should display social intelligence, meaning they demonstrate
qualities that resemble human social expressions. Examples of such qualities are emotional appearance
and perception, advanced dialogue capabilities, possibilities to recognize humans and other robots, as
well as being able to make use of, for instance, gaze and gesture as part of communication [1,29].
It is not necessary for all robots to be highly socially interactive. Instead, the purpose and the
context it is supposed to act in or upon sets the requirements for the extent of social skills of the robot.
For instance, robots that are completely autonomous or remotely controlled, and work in isolation from
human users may require few or even no social skills. A typical example is the industrial robot that
for security reasons only interacts with operators when it is turned off. As more applications involve
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runtime interactions between human and robot, social skills become increasingly important. One
example is collaborative robots in production or assembly, but there are also examples from agriculture
and firefighting. Even higher demands on social skills are placed on robots used as tour guides, hotel
assistants, or entertainers. Social skills are also essential for robots used in nursing and therapy, while a
domestic robot companion must have vast social intelligence [11]. Dautenhahn [11] puts forth that the
social skills required of robots vary along several dimensions, and, hence, it is important to be aware of
the role and context for the robot to be used in. The dimensions listed by Dautenhahn [11] are contact
with humans (from none and remote to repeated long-term physical contact), robot functionality (from
limited and clearly defined to open and adaptive functionality that is shaped by learning), role of robot
(from machine or tool to roles such as assistant, companion, and partner), as well as requirement of
social skills (from not required or desirable to essential) [1].
HRI research concerning social interactions with robots can be categorized into three
approaches [11]: robot-centered, human-centered, and robot cognition-centered HRI. Robot-centered
HRI focuses on sociable robots where the robot is viewed as an autonomous creature and the human is
some sort of caretaker of the robot that should identify and respond to its needs. Human-centered HRI,
on the other hand, emphasizes the human, who should find the robot acceptable, pleasant, and able to
fulfil its specified tasks. The core of robot-cognition HRI is to model and view robots as intelligent
systems. In order to get robots to “inhabit our living environments”, there needs to be a synthesis of
these three approaches ([11] p. 684). However, previously human-centered HRI has not received as
much attention as the other two approaches [6]. Thus, beyond solving the technical challenges of each
robot application, the robot needs to be carefully designed for a positive user experience, especially
when it comes to socially interactive robots [1].
2.3. User Experience
User experience (UX) is a concept that is becoming increasingly important. Technology is
spreading into almost every aspects of the daily life of humans. Furthermore, humans have been
using advanced technology for quite a while and, therefore, their expectations of and demands on the
quality of technological products are going beyond utility, usability, and acceptance. That a product is
suitable for its purpose, is easy to use, and fits into its intended context are considered basics from the
user’s point of view. They also want a positive experience. UX is about the feelings that arise and form
internally in a human through the use of technology in a particular context of use [3,9,30]. It can be
defined as “the totality of the effect or effects felt by a user as a result of interaction with, and the usage
context of, a system, device, or product, including the influence of usability, usefulness, and emotional
impact during interaction and savouring memory after interaction” ([3], p. 5). This means that it is
not possible to guarantee a certain UX, since it is the subjective inner state of a human. Although,
by designing a high-quality interaction with the intended users and the usage context in mind it is
possible to impact the experience [1].
The concept of UX embraces pragmatic as well as hedonic quality [4]. Pragmatic quality is related
to fulfilling the do-goals of the user, which means that the interactive product makes it possible for the
user to reach the task-related goals in an effective, efficient, and secure way. In other words, pragmatic
quality is concerned with the usability and usefulness of the product. Hedonic quality, on the other
hand, is about the be-goals of the user. Humans have psychological and emotional needs, which
should be addressed by the interactive product. The user can, for instance, find the product cool,
awesome, beautiful, trustworthy, satisfying, or fun. The product can, for example, evoke feelings
of autonomy, competence, and relatedness to others [3,4,31]. The UX perspective includes not only
functional aspects, but also experiential and emotional issues. It focuses on the positive; beyond the
mere absence of problems. Additionally, a main objective of the field should be to contribute to the
quality of life of humans [1,10].
Like all other interactive products for human use, user interaction with and perception of socially
interactive robots evoke feelings of different natures and intensities. The user can feel motivated to
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walk up and use a robot. They can experience a weak distrust of the robot and at the same time be
curious of it. A user can find a robot to be well-adapted and highly useful after long-term use, although,
initially experienced it as being a bit strange and tricky. A robot can be found to be really fun and
entertaining for young children, but boring for teenagers. Thus, UX has many facets and is complex.
Therefore, it is important to identify and characterize what kind of feeling is especially important for
this particular socially interactive robot to arouse. Then it is possible to consciously design the robot
with those feelings as the target and it is possible to evaluate if the robot can be expected to awaken
the intended experience in the user [1].
2.4. Human Touch
Although often overlooked, the sense of touch is an important communication channel with a
fundamental role for human bonding and social interactions (e.g., [32,33]). In fact, physical contact
can sometimes be more powerful than language, conveying strong vitality and immediacy [34]. An
ethnographic study has shown that touch has powerful benefits, promoting trust in humans, which is a
central component of long-term cooperative bonds [35]. Most of us are familiar with and recognize the
encouragement in a pat on the back from a person of trust, just as we are familiar with the feeling of
anxiety when being unexpectedly touched by a stranger on the bus. Undoubtedly, even brief touches
can elicit strong emotional experiences [36].
An adult human body has approximately 18,000 square centimeters of skin [13], making the skin
the largest of the human’s sense organs [36]. Schanberg (1995, in [37], p. 68) expresses that “ . . . touch
is not only basic to our species, but the key to it.” In fact, human beings already respond to touch
as a fetus, receiving tactile stimulation through the mother’s abdominal wall (e.g., [38]). Once born,
touch is the main interaction channel between caregiver and child and this caregiving touch has been
shown to be essential for the child’s growth and development (e.g., [39]). Touch is also critical for
building emotional bonds, which in turn relates to emotional and intellectual development [37]. When
neglected of these physical and emotional bonds, the cognitive and neural development is negatively
affected (e.g., [40,41]).
Touching brings positive physiological and biochemical effects, such as decreased levels of the
stress hormone cortisol, increased levels of oxytocin, which is linked to increased well-being and
anti-stress effects, and decreased heart rate (e.g., [42,43]). Touch has also been shown to affect behavior
and attitude, e.g., a brief touch on the arm has shown to positively affect the receiver’s attitude towards
the person they have interacted with (e.g., [44–46]). For example, students who had been briefly
touched on their wrist displayed not only improved attitudes toward the instructor and the lecture,
but also an increased motivation to study [47].
Touch has an important role to play in interpersonal interaction, which is, more than other senses,
universally known across cultures [32]. However, differences in touching behavior are complex and
not very well understood. Many years of research have shown differences in the amount of touching
in interpersonal interactions, differences in touch initiation, where on the human body the touching
occurred, etc. The findings are not consistent and the differences have been described as due to the
context (e.g., [48]), culture (e.g., [13]), dominance and status (e.g., [49]), belonging to a certain gender
(e.g., [49,50]), age group (e.g., [51]), and relationship [52].
Despite the inconclusive research on touch behavior, it is clear that touch is a central part of
human life [33] that plays an important role in human development, shaping and characterizing
emotional, relational, and cognitive functioning of the human being. Accordingly, we argue that
natural interaction between humans and robots needs to enable affective touch, especially in regard to
the social robots that are designed to engage in social-human interaction.
2.5. The Role and Relevance of Touch in Social HRI
Several robots designed with tactile sensors can be found in the literature. Most notable are
perhaps the small, animal shaped robotic companions with full-body sensing, designed to detect
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affective content of social interaction, for example, the robot seal Paro [53], Huggable [54], and the
Haptic Creature [55]. These robots are small in size, which allows them to be picked up and held, and
designed for HRI applications in companionship and therapeutic interventions. The Huggable has
“sensitive skin” that features four modalities of somatic information: pain, temperature, touch, and
kinesthetic information [54]. The Haptic creature has touch sensors and an accelerometer that allow the
robot to sense when being touched and moved [55]. Other work has been done to study how people try
to touch robots [56,57]. Noda et al. [57] conducted a field experiment with the Robovie robot, asking
participants to play with it. Their findings revealed three spontaneous haptic interaction behaviors:
patting on the head, hugging, and touching the robot body and that soft skin on a robot tends to
invite humans to engage in even more touch interactions, and therefore it is of major importance that
the robot can process haptic feedback. Knight el al. [56] aimed to populate a social touch taxonomy
by observing social gestures demonstrated by humans and then implementing pattern recognition
algorithms, studying how different socially laden gestures (like a hug) as well as local gestures (like a
poke) could be detected from contact between a human and a teddy-bear body. They argued that there
is a locational significance to touching an anthropomorphically shaped robot body in order to infer the
symbolic value of touch, instead of detecting sensor-level touch that much prior work has focused on.
Yohanan and MacLean [55] examined how humans communicate emotional states through touch to the
touch-centric social robot and their expectations of its responses. A user study was conducted where
participants selected and performed touch gestures to use when conveying nine different emotions to
the robot. The major findings are patterns of gesture use for emotional expression; physical properties
of the likely gestures; expectations of the robot’s response to mirror the emotion communicated; and
analysis of the user’s higher intent in communication. The findings also reveal five tentative themes of
“intent” that overlap emotion states: protective, comforting, restful, affectionate, and playful. Their
obtained results may support the future design of social robots by clarifying details in affective touch
interactions between humans and robots [22,55].
When it comes to humanoid robots, the capability to recognize affective touch may be even
more important due to the humanoid form which might elicit expectations of a high degree of
social intelligence. Cooney et al. [58] studied users’ affectionate behaviors toward a humanoid robot
with capabilities of touch, vision, and sound. In this multimodal interaction, the users were free to
interact with the robot in any way they liked and were asked to describe how much affection they
communicated by their behavior. The results show that touch was considered significantly more
important for conveying affection than distancing, body posture, and arm gestures. Thus, touch plays
an important role in the communication of affection from a human being to a humanoid robot [22,58].
In another study, Cooney et al. [59] investigated how users touched a humanoid robot when
conveying affection, i.e., positive feelings of love, gentleness, regard, and devotion. This was then
used to build a recognition system that can recognize people’s affectionate behaviors by combining
touch and vision-based approaches. In order to identify typical touches, participants were instructed
to convey various intentions and emotions and, for each touch, describe the degree of affection
conveyed by the touch. A total of 20 typical touch gestures were identified, of which hugging,
stroking, and pressing were the most affectionate, patting, checking, and controlling were neutral touch
gestures, whereas hitting and distancing were unaffectionate. Thus, affective touch, as fundamental in
human communication and crucial for human bonding, is likely to take place also in the interaction
between humans and social robots. It should therefore be considered important for the realization
of a meaningful and intuitive interaction between human beings and robots. This is in line with the
findings presented by Lee et al. [17], which showed that physically embodied robots were evaluated
as having a greater social presence than disembodied social robots (a screen character version of the
robot). However, the physical embodiment alone did not cause the positive experience. In fact, when
users were prohibited from touching the physically embodied robot, they evaluated the interaction
and the robot’s social presence more negatively than when they were allowed to interact with the
robot via touch. This suggests that tactile communication is essential for successful social interaction
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between humans and robots [17] and that the fundamental role of tactile interaction in interpersonal
relationships goes beyond human–human interaction and extends to human–robot interaction [22].
3. Method
In this study, we have investigated how users convey emotions via touch to the humanoid robot
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they wanted to convey the specific emotion, and then to make contact with the robot’s body, using
any form of touch they found to be appropriate to convey the emotion. To preclude the possibility to
provide non-tactile clues to the emotion being conveyed, the participants were advised not to talk or
make any sounds. Participants were not time-limited as this might impose a constraint on the
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The participants were instructed to read each emotion from the paper slips, think about how they
wanted to convey the specific emotion, and then to make contact with the robot’s body, using any form
of touch they found to be appropriate to convey the emotion. To preclude the possibility to provide
non-tactile clues to the emotion being conveyed, the participants were advised not to talk or make any
sounds. Participants were not time-limited as this might impose a constraint on the naturalness or
creativity of the emotional interaction. Following the setting used by Hertenstein et al. [16], the study’s
purpose, background story, or context was not communicated to the participants in advance.
One of the experimenters was present in the room with the participant at all times and another
experimenter observed from the control room. All interactions were video-recorded. The recordings of
tactile displays were analyzed and the four main touch components were coded for each individual
subject interactions following Hertenstein et al. [16]: touch intensity, touch duration, touch type, and
touch location. The outcome from this has been reported in other papers [21,22,60].
In addition to the experimental design based on Hertenstein et al. [16], there was a purpose to
investigate the participants’ subjective experiences of interacting with the robot via touch and explore
what aspects may influence the experience as well as the touch behavior. To obtain this, a questionnaire
and an interview with open-ended questions was created to get the kind of data needed for this
purpose. Using standard questionnaires, such as Godspeed [61] and NARS [62], was not adequate,
since they focus on measuring certain concepts. Neither the measuring nor their concepts were in
line with the purpose. This part was conducted at the end of the experimental run. Quantitative data
was collected by the questionnaire, which was administered to the participants and comprised of two
questions relating to their experience from participating in the experiment. The participants’ replies
were reported on two different five-point rating scales. Each question was answered eight times, once
for each emotion (question 1–question 2). Qualitative data was also collected from all participants
with the use of six open-ended interview questions regarding the participant’s UX and exploration of
influencing aspects (question 3–question 8). The interviews were conducted by the first two authors.
The questions were phrased as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

How easy or difficult was it to convey the emotions via touch? 1: Very easy, 2: Easy, 3: Neither
easy nor difficult, 4: Difficult, to 5: Very difficult.
How certain are you of the way you chose to convey the emotions? 1: Very certain, 2: Certain, 3:
Neither certain nor uncertain, 4: Uncertain, 5: Very uncertain.
Do you think you would have conveyed the emotions in the same way if (a) it had been a human,
(b) the robot had been larger, and (c) the robot had been soft?
Where would you place the robot on the following scale? Feminine—Neutral—Masculine
Do you think that you would have conveyed the emotions in the same way if you would have
apprehended the robot as <feminine/masculine/of a specific gender>? [Adapt the question to
the answer on question 4].
What human age would you attribute to the robot?
Have you a lot of experience interacting with children?
How would you summarize your experience of interacting with the robot via touch?

3.3. Data Analysis
After the experiment, the recordings were transcribed by the second author and an inductive
analysis was conducted by the first author on the qualitative data from Question 3 to Question 8.
An introduction to inductive analysis is provided by Thomas [63] and an elaborate exposition is
available in [64]. Analytical tools and coding procedure provided by grounded theory [65] were used,
in particular open coding, axial coding, and questioning. In essence, grounded theory means that an
inductive analysis is conducted with the high-level aim to create a theory firmly grounded in empirical
data. Patterns, themes and categories gradually emerge from the data, instead of forcing pre-defined
categories or existing theories on it. In our case, due to the limitations of the experimental setting, it
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was not possible to use all available analytical tools and coding procedures, e.g., theoretical sampling.
Hence, it was not possible to reach the aim of a coherent theory. The specific procedure was carried
out as follows.

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

First, all separate answers, i.e., each answer per participant and question, were indexed with
participant number and gender. The separate answers were the basic components of the analysis.
Then one topic memo per question (TM-Q) was created in which all separate answers to that
question were placed in high-level groups. The specific high-level groups of a question were
chosen based on the general nature of the question. For example, for Question 3 the high-level
groups were “Yes—would probably have done in the same way”, “No—would probably not have
done in the same way”, and “Unsure—express themselves ambivalently”.
In the topic memo for Question 8, a rough quantification was made based on an assessment of
expressions regarding positive, negative, and neutral experiences in relation the robot respectively
conveying emotions by touch in order to obtain a feeling for the weight of the experiences.
While making and walking through the TM-Qs tentative categories (TC) emerged. Three
sensitizing questions were used in order to identify TCs. These were “Which experiences?”,
“What influence?”, and “How do the participants reason?”.
Thereafter, all TM-Qs were coded with the TCs and a topic memo per TC (TM-TC) was created in
which all separate answers that have been coded as a specific TC were placed.
Then the TCs were grouped based on their common characteristics and each group of TC was
given a name. A textual description was written based on the patterns in the answers in each
TM-TC and TM-Q.
After that the TC were reviewed and the final categories were decided, where some TCs were
merged, some were given new names, and other remained in their original form.
Each category is either an experience or an affecting aspect, which forms the structure of the
obtained results.

Inductive analysis used in qualitative research contrasts with the hypothetical-deductive approach
of experimental design where hypotheses are stated in beforehand (e.g., [64]). In qualitative approaches
categories or dimensions of analysis emerge from open-ended questions and/or observations as the
researcher comes to understand patterns and aspects that exist in the phenomenon being studied.
Thomas [63] emphasizes that inductive analysis refers to approaches that primarily use detailed
readings of raw data (in this case the interview transcripts) to derive concepts, themes, or a model
through interpretations made from the raw data. The primary purpose of the inductive approach is to
allow research findings to emerge from the frequent, dominant, or significant themes inherent in raw
data, presenting aspects, themes or dimensions of patterns of the underlying structure of experiences
that are evident in the text data [63].
Grounded theory [65] is one of the major schools of qualitative research; it provides guidance
through the various steps and processes of the analysis. However, it is still up to the researcher to make
sense of the interview transcripts beyond the questions raised. Questions 3–8 in our study served
as addressing different perspectives of the phenomenon of interest (user experience and aspects that
affect the touch behavior as well as the user experience) that via the inductive analysis is finding a way
to creatively synthesize and present the revealed results.
The outcome of the qualitative analysis is then presented by the most relevant themes or aspects
related to the identified aim of the study [63]. This synthesizing process is one major challenges
of qualitative analysis. The ability to conceptualize and synthesize, often appears in a tendency to
discover and ‘see’ what conceals behind what is actually said and done [64]. Typically, the presentation
of the findings and results consists of descriptions of most important identified themes, aspects, or
patterns from the data analysis [63]. Here, the outcome of the inductive analysis is presented in
Section 4, organized by the most relevant themes.
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4. Results
In this section, the results from the inductive analysis (c.f., Section 3.3) of primarily the interview
answers, but also the questionnaire, are presented. The patterns that emerged from the qualitative
data are described together with quotations—the quotations are transcripts of spoken English and
translations of spoken Swedish exactly as they are phrased by the participants. Hence, compared
to carefully written English they may appear to be poorly expressed—(referred to as Q) from the
participants as illustrations.

•
•

First, the user experiences of interacting with the robot and conveying emotions by touch are
described in Section 4.1.
Then, aspects affecting user experience and the touch behavior are presented in Section 4.2.

4.1. User Experiences
The dominant experience is negative primarily in relation to conveying emotions by touch but
also in relation to the robot. There is a mix of experiences among the participants, but there are also
mixed feelings within individuals.
4.1.1. Negative Experience
The negative experiences in relation to the robot as well as in relation to conveying emotions by
touch are unsafe, odd, and difficult. Moreover, the experience tends to influence the touch behavior of
the users, see examples of this below.
Unsafe. Several participants mention that they felt unsafe when interacting with the robot, because
they were afraid to break it [Q1]. The robot gave the impression of being fragile due to its small size, its
hard surface, and that it is de facto a robot, i.e., an artifact that can break (Figure 2). This in turn affects
the touch patterns, e.g., less intensity and avoidance of certain touch types such as pushing [Q2].
Quotation 1: “ . . . because I am nervous that I will break it. Therefore, I get stuck in that all
the time that it is a robot. That I cannot . . . It is a dead gadget, I cannot push it on the side,
sort of . . . I’m afraid that I will break it.” (Participant 64, male, translated from Swedish)
Quotation 2: “ . . . now I was very unsafe when I was going to push it, since you think that it
is a robot, it is a thing . . . like it is fragile.” (Participant 15, male, translated from Swedish)

Small size

Hard surface

Unsafe

Appear as fragile

De facto a robot

Figure 2. Aspects contributing to the unsafe experience.

2

Odd. The odd experiences range from awkward to unusual. The odd feeling arose primarily from
the task at hand [Q3], i.e., expressing emotions “on command”, conveying them only by touch when it
is more natural to include more modalities or not touch at all, and do it to a robot and not a human.
Single modal
For some emotions, it is not natural to use touch at all to convey them.

Small size

Hard surface

Odd
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Quotation 3: “By touch? God, I feel awkward. Awkward and nervous is it like, that’s
the way I would summarize it. It doesn’t feel natural.” (Participant 16, female, translated
from Swedish)
The oddness is also derived from the robot as such. Several participants are unfamiliar with
robots which increases the odd feeling. The same goes for some of the robot’s characteristics, such as
sizeand hard surface [Q4].
Hard surface
its small size, lack ofSmall
response,
Quotation 4: “It felt odd. Especially since it was so small, then you perhaps can think of it as
a child, but it . . . I still tried to think that it was an adult so that it wouldn’t feel too strange.
And that it was so hard.” (Participant 61, female, translated from Swedish)

Unsafe

No participant claimed that the interaction and situation felt natural, instead they gave statements
like “it would have been more natural if . . . ”. A more natural experience would have been gained if
the robot had been softer [Q5], such as a living creature or a teddy bear. The hard surface and stiff
limbs of the robot make it more unnatural to touch. Moreover, for some types of touch, e.g., hugging,
as fragile
De
facto
a robot
it would have been Appear
a more natural
experience if the robot had been
larger
(Figure
3).
Quotation 5: “ . . . if it would have been soft, then . . . it would feel more real and more
human like and then it would be easier to imagine that you really convey emotions because if
2
you touch a plastic surface, it’s hard to try to transmit emotions I think.” (Participant 2, male)

Small size

Single modal
Hard surface

Odd

De facto a robot
Lack of response
3

Figure 3. Aspects contributing to the odd experience.

Difficult. The participants emphasize that it is difficult to convey emotions to a robot only by
touching it, and some emotions are more difficult than others
convey
[Q6]. In particular, the fact
To to
touch
others
that participants were restricted to touch, and not allowed to use other modalities [Q7], as well
the of
Highas
degree
Domade
not touch
lack of responses from the robot,
the task more difficult (Figure 4).
touching
Quotation 6: “Sometimes
Increase very difficult, especially for the emotions like sadness or disgust
Increase
UXI convey it more with speaking to the person and via touch . . . I
positive UX
because . . . [ . .negative
. ] because
don’t know if it is easy to convey it via touch. [ . . . ] gratitude, shaking hands, feeling like
UX dimensions
“thank you, thank you, thank you very much” is easier to convey than sadness.” (Participant
Odd
Natural
33, female)
Quotation 7: “The most difficult thing was the non-talking part. Yes, that was really hard.”
(Participant 30, female) Difficult

8

Easy
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There are several aspects contributing to making the task more difficult. The fact that the receiver
was a robot and not human made it more difficult [Q8]. The participants thought the task had been
difficult with a human receiver, but it became even worse with a robot. Facing a robot was a new
situation to most of the participants, which added several difficulties. It was also unclear what kind
of relation the participants were supposed to have to the robot, and since conveying emotions are
relation-dependent, that issue made the task more difficult.
Quotation 8: “Difficult. Difficult . . . yes. I don’t find it easy to convey emotions normally so
it became even harder now, with a robot. So it was overall difficult.” (Participant 18, male,
translated from Swedish)
The small size of the robot made it more difficult, mainly because of its conceived fragility
which excluded some touch types for some participants and, thus, made it harder to decide
how to touch.
Quotation 9: “It is very difficult then. That is a bit small so that you cannot express yourself
in a normal way, actually.” (Participant 39, female, translated from Swedish)
No participant claimed that the task or interaction was easy, instead, many participants made
Multimodal Technol.
Interact.
2018,
2, x FOR
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feel
that correct
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correct
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perhaps. Because it would have felt more natural since you are used to interact with soft
would have felt more like it was … that it was correct the way you did it.” (Participant 38, male,
creatures [ . . . ]. So it would have felt more like it was . . . that it was correct the way you did
translated from Swedish)
it.” (Participant 38, male, translated from Swedish)

Figure 4. Aspects contributing to the difficult experience.

4.1.2. Positive Experience Figure 4. Aspects contributing to the difficult experience.
The
positive
experiences in relation to the robot varies from a weaker “nice”, to a stronger
4.1.2.
Positive
Experience
“interesting and fun”. Out of all the answers, interesting and fun occurred more frequently among the
The positive experiences in relation to the robot varies from a weaker “nice”, to a stronger
participants compared to nice.
“interesting and fun”. Out of all the answers, interesting and fun occurred more frequently among
Interesting and fun. The interesting and fun experiences in relation to the robot are influenced
the participants compared to nice.
by the response from the robot, i.e., its sound and motions, and the fact that it is new to most of the
Interesting and fun. The interesting and fun experiences in relation to the robot are influenced
by the response from the robot, i.e., its sound and motions, and the fact that it is new to most of the
participants to encounter a robot [Q11]. Some participants also highlighted that they were fond of
robots which made them more predisposed to have a positive experience (Figure 5).
Quotation 11: “And then you are a little bit surprised that suddenly the robot turns to you, but it’s a

The positive experiences in relation to the robot varies from a weaker “nice”, to a stronger
“interesting and fun”. Out of all the answers, interesting and fun occurred more frequently among
the participants compared to nice.
Interesting and fun. The interesting and fun experiences in relation to the robot are influenced
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by the response from the robot, i.e., its sound and motions, and the fact that it is new to most of the
participants to encounter a robot [Q11]. Some participants also highlighted that they were fond of
participants
to encounter
a robot
[Q11]. Some
participants
also highlighted
that
robots
which made
them more
predisposed
to have
a positive experience
(Figure
5). they were fond of
robots which made them more predisposed to have a positive experience (Figure 5).
Quotation 11: “And then you are a little bit surprised that suddenly the robot turns to you, but it’s a
new
experience11:
and
it is cool.
reallyare
liked
it.” (Participant
41, that
female)
Quotation
“And
thenI you
a little
bit surprised
suddenly the robot turns to you,

but
it’s a newand
experience
and it is cool.
I reallytoliked
it.” (Participant
The
interesting
fun experiences
in relation
conveying
emotions41,
by female)
touch originate from
the factThe
thatinteresting
they find itand
to be
a
pleasant
exercise,
like
a
puzzle
for
them
to
work
out. originate from the
fun experiences in relation to conveying emotions by touch
fact that they find it to be a pleasant exercise, like a puzzle for them to work out.
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Figure
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contributing
to the
interesting
and
funfun
experience.
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Table 1. Overview of aspects affecting the user experience and touch behavior
Group of Aspects

Aspects Affecting User Experience
and Touch Behavior
To show emotions

Dimensions Along Which the Aspects Vary
Non-emotion showing ↔ High degree of
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Table 1. Overview of aspects affecting the user experience and touch behavior
Group of Aspects

Aspects Affecting User Experience and
Touch Behavior
To show emotions

Non-emotion showing ↔ High degree of
emotion showing

To touch others

Do not touch ↔ High degree of touching

Predisposal to robots

Positive ↔ Negative

Point of reference: human being

Not human ↔ Human
Low attributed human age ↔ High
attributed human age

Relationship

Low level of intimacy ↔ High level of
intimacy
Unclear ↔ Clear

Point of reference: softness

Do not imagine softness ↔ Imagine
softness

Robot gender

Attribution of female gender ↔ Attribution
of male gender

Individual characteristics

Ways of thinking

Dimensions Along Which the Aspects
Vary

De facto a robot
Robot characteristics

Size

Small ↔ Large

Surface

Hard ↔ Soft

Fragility
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into account when designing emotionally interactive robots for a wider user setting (Figure 7).
Quotation 12: “ . . . better for me that hardly show emotions at all. But I think I might have
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To touch others. In a similar way to the aspect of showing emotions, some participants regard
themselves as not being “physical people”, i.e., they seldom or never touch other humans [Q13]. This
personal attribute will probably make it more difficult and odder to interact with robots by touch
compared to people that touch others more often in everyday life. Those non-touching individuals

Unsafe
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Appear as fragile
De facto a robot
To touch others. In a similar way to the aspect of showing emotions, some participants regard
themselves as not being “physical people”, i.e., they seldom or never touch other humans [Q13]. This
personal2attribute will probably make it more difficult and odder to interact with robots by touch
compared to people that touch others more often in everyday life. Those non-touching individuals are
in the minority but still need to be considered when designing for physical human–robot interaction.
Quotation 13: “Most often Single
I don’tmodal
touch other humans at all. It is very, very unusual.”
Small size
Hard surface
(Participant
23, male, translated from Swedish)
Another aspect is that some participants expressed that in general they do not use touch to show
emotions to other humans, preferring to use body language, facial expressions, or verbal language
[Q14]. Others pointed out that it depended on which emotion they were conveying whether or not
Odd
they would use touch in everyday life. Anger, disgust, and fear in particular were considered as being
non-touching emotions, while love is an emotion usually conveyed by touch in the real world. Overall,
conveying emotions only by touch was experienced as odd and difficult (Figure 8).

Deuse
facto
robot
Quotation 14: “ . . . because I think I would
myaface
to show the human what I feel. I am
not a person that touch much,Lack
that’s
why
I
think
I
would
most show the things with my face,
of response
not with my hands.” (Participant 48, female)
3
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Figure 8. Relation between the aspect ‘To touch others’ and UX dimensions.
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4.2.2. Ways of Thinking
The aspects that are grouped in ways of thinking are concerned with how participants
consciously or unconsciously think about or perceive the robot and the interaction, i.e., what kind of
mental images are influencing the interaction. The aspects are (a) point of reference: human being,
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4.2.2. Ways of Thinking
The aspects that are grouped in ways of thinking are concerned with how participants consciously
or unconsciously think about or perceive the robot and the interaction, i.e., what kind of mental images
are influencing the interaction. The aspects are (a) point of reference: human being, (b) relationship,
(c) point of reference: softness, and (d) robot gender.
Point of reference: human being. A bare majority of the participants (54%) thought that they
would not have conveyed the emotions in the same way if the receiver had been a human being,
whereas 27% believed that they would have done the same. The remaining 19% were not sure if it
would have made any difference.
The participants who believed that they would not have conveyed emotions in the same way to a
human mention several reasons for that. Some explanations were the fact that only touch was allowed
and no other modalities, and the lack of response from the robot [Q19]. Another motivation was
that with a human being the present kind of relationship is important for how you convey emotions
and touch to another person. Moreover, other reasons were the small size of the robot, the very fact
that it is a robot and the fact that the robot has a hard surface. It should also be noted that these
participants said whether or not they would have shown the emotion in the same way depended on
the specific emotion.
Quotation 16: “It is a bit easier when you have a human . . . and read facial expressions and
such stuff also. It is quite hard when it just stand there and sway a bit. So I don’t think
I would have done in the same way if it had been a human.” (Participant 19, male, translated
from Swedish)
Among those participants who say they would have done it in the same way, humans were their
point of reference regarding how to convey emotions via touch [Q17]. This means that they imagined
what they would do if the receiver had been a human being.
Quotation 17: “I imagined that it was a person there, so . . . sure it had been a difference in
size but I think would have acted the same.” (Participant 11, female, translated from Swedish)
Some participants also tried to imagine how they would convey emotions based on the size of an
adult. The human age of the robot is attributed as adult by 30% of the participants, among whom 27%
set the age as young adult (20–29 years) and 3% as adult (more than 30 years). The robot is attributed
as a teenager (13–19 years) by 22% of the participants. It is attributed as a toddler (5 years or less)
by 19% of the participants and as a young school child (6–12 years) by 27%. However, it is not clear
whether or not this had an effect on the mental image they used for their interaction pattern. It may be
the case that they conveyed the emotions without taking age into account, and thereafter attributed a
certain age to the robot when explicitly asked to.
Some of the participants talked about imagining a child when deciding how to convey emotions to
the robot, this means that, for instance, they tried to be over-explicit so that a child would understand.
Moreover, some types of touch are not used when the receiver is a child, especially when the robot size
makes the participant imagine a toddler. For example, it is considered unacceptable behaviors to push
or hit a child (illegal in Sweden), which would make the participants avoid such types of touch [Q18].
Some participants found it confusing that the size of the robot was smaller than the mental child image
they use for interaction. This caused a mismatch between the child reference in their mind and the
actual situation (Figure 10).
Quotation 18: “The same with anger . . . it had also been easier because when you are angry
with someone . . . I think it would have been easier to . . . Dare to grab hard and also too . . .
now it felt like you walked to and pushed a small child and it felt like ‘no, you cannot hit a
child’.” (Participant 42, female, translated from Swedish)

the mental child image they use for interaction. This caused a mismatch between the child reference
in their mind and the actual situation (Figure 10).
Quotation 18: “The same with anger … it had also been easier because when you are angry with
someone … I think it would have been easier to … Dare to grab hard and also too … now it felt like
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11). 11).
Quotation 20: “Yes and no, it depends on who it is. You act differently with different people17 of 33
depending on how you know them. If you don’t know them at all, you don’t touch them.”
(Participant
13,“Yes
male,
translated
from Swedish)
Quotation 20:
and
no, it depends
on who it is. You act differently with different people
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Point of reference: softness. There were participants that tried to imagine that the robot was soft
instead of hard, and, thus, had a soft robot as a point of reference for their touch patterns. This
indicates that the degree of softness can have an impact on how humans interact by touch with a
robot [Q22] (Figure 12), however, it is not clear from the data in what way (compared with aspect
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Point of reference: softness. There were participants that tried to imagine that the robot was
soft instead of hard, and, thus, had a soft robot as a point of reference for their touch patterns. This
indicates that the degree of softness can have an impact on how humans interact by touch with a robot
[Q22] (Figure 12), however, it is not clear from the data in what way (compared with aspect Robot
characteristic: surface in Section 4.2.3).
Quotation 22: “No, since I imagined in my head that it was a soft object. That it was soft.”
(Participant 9, male, translated from Swedish)

Touch behavior

Affect
Point of reference: softness
Do not imagine
softness

Imagine
softness

12
Figure
12. Relation between the aspect ‘Point of reference: softness’ and touch behavior.

Robot gender. A narrow majority of the participants (52% of which 25% were men and 27% were
Touch behavior
women) said that the gender of the robot did not
have an impact on how they conveyed emotions
Touch
by touch. TheyAffect
believed they would have acted the location
same way no matter the gender of
the robot.
Affect
However, many (33% of Low
which 17% are men and
16%
are
women)
still
thought
that
they
acted
Touch intensity
High
robot-gender dependent. The remaining 16% were not sure whether or not the gender of the robot
Avoidance of some
Increase
made any difference.
Reduce
touch types
When asked to place the robots gender on a continuum masculine—neutral—feminine, 36% set
it as masculine, 25% betweenCauses
masculine and neutral, 38% as neutral, 2% as between neutral and
Size is that among the participants who claimed
feminine, and none as feminine. An additional observation
Small25% used “he” instead of “it” when talking aboutLarge
the robot to be gender neutral
the robot. The reason
behind this is unknown,
and it is open to speculation whether this is just a slip based on habit, if the
Increase
negative UX
participants consciously
or unconsciously experienced an expectation to view the robot as gender
neutral but revealed themselves when speaking, UX
or dimension
for some other causes. Nonetheless, this may be
important as robot genderUnsafe
(experienced or imagined) could change the way a human
Safe interacts with a
robot via touch.
Natural their interaction
Odd that an attributed gender of the robot did not influence
Participants who claimed
supported their point by stressing that it was de facto a robot and, thus, gender does not matter [Q23].
Difficult

Easy

Quotation 23: “No I don’t think so. Because I was just thinking about now, what gender this
robot has,
and not before. So now when I look at him, I think he is masculine, but before, it
15
did not matter. Because it is just a robot. It is not a real person.” (Participant 47, female)
Those participants who believe that robot gender influenced their way of conveying emotions by
touch brought up several aspects in which the interaction would change. They believed gender-specific
zones on the robot, e.g., female breasts or hips, would change where on the robot body they would
touch [Q24], but also change the intensity of touch, primarily by touching a male-looking robot harder
compared to a female-looking robot. Likewise, the type of touch would change, e.g., avoid pushing
or hitting a female-looking robot [Q25]. It is furthermore highlighted that some emotions are more
gender-dependent than others, for instance, love [Q26], (Figure 13).
Quotation 24: “Perhaps if it had been more feminine, that it had been built like a . . . built
feminine with breasts and everything. Then you would perhaps have avoided to poke there
[ . . . ].” (Participant 7, male, translated from Swedish)

1

specific zones on the robot, e.g., female breasts or hips, would change where on the robot body they
would touch [Q24], but also change the intensity of touch, primarily by touching a male-looking robot
harder compared to a female-looking robot. Likewise, the type of touch would change, e.g., avoid
pushing or hitting a female-looking robot [Q25]. It is furthermore highlighted that some emotions are
more gender-dependent than others, for instance, love [Q26], (Figure 13).
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Quotation 24: “Perhaps if it had been more feminine, that it had been built like a … built feminine
with breasts and everything. Then you would perhaps have avoided to poke there […].” (Participant
Quotation
25: “In case of to express my anger I don’t think I would slap him if he was a girl.”
7, male, translated from Swedish)

(Participant 56, female)

Quotation 25: “In case of to express my anger I don’t think I would slap him if he was a girl.”

Quotation
yes, I would have . . . I guess I wouldn’t have . . . well maybe the
(Participant26:
56, “Actually
female)
love would be a little bit different because the love I imagined was between a girl and a boy,
Quotation 26: “Actually yes, I would have … I guess I wouldn’t have … well maybe the love would
and love between girls is more . . . I guess more like hugging, feeling friendly to each other,
be a little bit different because the love I imagined was between a girl and a boy, and love between
maybe also give a kiss on the cheek or something like this. But the other emotions, I would
girls is more … I guess more like hugging, feeling friendly to each other, maybe also give a kiss on
convey in the same way because it is not really a difference between men and women.”
the cheek or something like this. But the other emotions, I would convey in the same way because it
(Participant
33, female)
is not really a difference between men and women.” (Participant 33, female)
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4.2.3.
4.2.3. Robot
Robot Characteristics
Characteristics
The
Theaspects
aspectsthat
thatare
arecategorized
categorizedas
as robot
robot characteristics
characteristics are
are such
such that
that they
they are
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derived from
from how
how
the
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aspects
are
(a)
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a
robot,
(b)
size,
(c)
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the participants experienced the robot. The aspects are (a) de facto a robot, (b) size, (c) hard surface,
and
and(d)
(d)fragility.
fragility.
De facto a robot. The fact that the receiver of the interaction was a robot affected several
participants (Figure 14). They found it difficult to disregard the fact it was not a human being
and the differences between humans and robots became apparent, such as the robot being a gadget
which can be broken compared to humans who can stand more stable, and can understand emotions
better than robots [Q26].
Quotation 26: “No I don’t think so [i.e., would not convey emotions in the same way to
human]. But why I don’t know or like . . . A human may understand feelings easier than
a robot. Or like, it feels weird to interact emotionally with a robot.” (Participant 43, male,
translated from Swedish)
It being a robot made participants experience the interaction as odd and different in regard to
conveying emotions. In addition, they were not used to touching a robot. This action was new and
unfamiliar to them. Furthermore, some believed it would have been easier if the robot had had more
human-like features.
Quotation 27: “The more alike a physical human it was . . . then it would in some way be
easier to maybe apply a human I on it, sort of. In contrast to now when it more looks like a
really nice robot toy that you had when you were a child. Like that. But it had for example
been . . . it had been even worse if it would not have had eyes. So even if it has like some
human feature, that gives something, but the closer to a real human the easier I would have
had to see . . . that this is something a can interact with emotionally.” (Participant 16, female,
translated from Swedish)
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Participants who claimed that an attributed gender of the robot did not influence their interaction
with it explained that this was due to it being de facto a robot and, thus, gender did not matter.
De facto a robot

Increase
negative UX

Increase
positive UX
UX dimensions

Odd

Difficult
Unsafe
Fun
14

Figure 14. Relation between the aspect ‘De facto a robot’ and UX dimensions.

Touch
behavior that they would have conveyed emotions
Size. The majority of the participants (56%)
supposed
in another way
if the robot had been larger, while
thought they would have doneAffect
it in the same
Touch27%
location
Affect
way. The remaining 17% were unsure whether or not a larger size would have made any difference.
Touch intensity
Low
High
The small size of the robot had an effect on the user experience as well as the touch. Among all
participants,
i.e., those who believed that the Touch
size influences
their behavior, those who
did not, as
Increase
types
Reduce
well as the uncertain ones, many claimed that if the robot had been larger, they would have found
Touch duration
Short
the interaction easier and
more natural. They also thought that they would Long
have felt more certain on
how to convey the emotions and Affect
that the touch would have been more
distinct
if the robot was larger.
Affect
Shorten
Prolong
A reason for believing that it would have been experienced as easier and more natural is that several
Surface
participants had humans as a point of reference for
their way of conveying emotions by touch and the
Hard
small size of the robot caused
a mismatch with this way of thinking [Q28]. Soft

QuotationIncrease
28: “In particular [ . . . ], but if it had been larger, like human-size, Increase
it had been much
negative UX
positive UX
easier on the uptake and know where you should . . . how you should behave.” (Participant
UX dimension
19, male, translated from Swedish)
Unsafe

Safe

The smallness of the robot made it appear fragile, which reduced the participants’ intensity of
Natural
Odd
touch and made them avoid
certain touch types, such as slapping the robot on its back. Moreover, the
hands of a human are big
in comparison with the robot. This makes it more difficult
to get hold of the
Difficult
Easy
intended places on the robot and makes the touches more precise [Q29]. For some participants the
small size
16of the robot made them think of it as a small child, which also restrained them from using
touch in the same way as they would with an adult (Figure 15).
Quotation 29: “No I would probably not have done it in the same way. Sort of the thing with
the head and shoulders and such, that it was very tight and you sort of could not get hold of
with the touch, I felt. I felt like it was a bit difficult. And then like . . . it is difficult to touch
something that is small in the same way as something big, since . . . the hands also becomes
too big, I think. It becomes more like that you . . . have to pick at it sort of. Something like
that.” (Participant 51, female, translated from Swedish)
2

Point of reference: softness
Do not imagine
softness

Imagine
softness
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Figure 15. Relation between the aspect ‘Size’, UX dimensions, and touch behavior.

Surface. The hard surface of the robot seems to influence, to some extent, the way emotions are
conveyed, 44% of the participants believed that they would have done in another way if the robot had
been soft. However, almost the same number, 42%, thought that a soft robot would not have made
any difference, whereas 14% were unsure if the robot’s softness would have changed the way they
conveyed emotions or not.
Several of those who thought they would have conveyed emotions in the same way said that
the reason for this argument was that their point of reference was soft, i.e., they tried to imagine that
the robot was soft. Although they would have used the same touch patterns, they mentioned that
the experience of it would have been different in terms of a more pleasant, easier, and more natural
interaction [Q30]. This is aligned with those participants who thought softness would have changed
their touch patterns believed how they might have experienced it, i.e., that the hard surface makes
it more difficult and unnatural. In addition, they expressed that they would have felt that the robot
would have been more solid, which in turn would have made them feel safer.
1

Quotation 30: “Yes [i.e., would have conveyed emotions in the same way], although I think
it would have been easier to feel that it was correct maybe. Because it had felt more natural
because you are more used to interact with soft creatures, so to speak. So it would perhaps
have felt more that it was . . . it was correct the way you did it, so to speak.” (Participant 38,
male, translated from Swedish)
They also mention that soft parts invited touching, affecting the touch behavior. The duration of
touch was believed to be prolonged. The intensity of touch was thought to increase, and the locations
and types of touch was supposed to be different. In addition, it is noteworthy that the participants
believed that the effect on the touch behavior is dependent on the type of emotion, for instance,
the duration of touch was thought to be affected by positive emotions but not negative ones [Q31]
(Figure 16).
Quotation 31: “Then I think I would have touch even more. Maybe I would have made
similar gesture but it would probably be more time touching. I don’t know how to say
this . . . Like more likable to touch so maybe I spend more time . . . like if I want to express
sympathy I will be more like ‘ahhh, it’s so soft’.” (Participant 36, female)

Unsafe
Fun
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Figure 16. Relation between the aspect ‘Surface’, UX dimensions, and touch behavior.

Fragility. The fact that the robot is small and hard made it appear fragile, which in turn had an
effect on the intensity of touch [Q32]. The participants reduced their intensity due to this sense of
fragility. They were, for instance, afraid that it would fall and break [Q33]. As a consequence, the
participants experienced a lack of safety during the interaction (Figure 17).
Quotation 32: “If it had been larger then you of course think that it is more solid, for some
reason. I think that way, anyhow. Then I would probably have been more heavy-handed on
those parts . . . Perhaps dared to grab it harder if you hugged it, and such.” (Participant 5,
2
male, translated from Swedish)
Quotation 33: “No probably it would be easier because I had the sensation that it is too
fragile so it’s like I don’t want to touch too much or interact much because maybe it will fall
down or break something.” (Participant 37, male)
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4.2.4. Task and Interaction Characteristics
4.2.4. Task and Interaction Characteristics
The aspects that are categorized in task and interaction characteristics are those that relate to the
The aspects that are categorized in task and interaction characteristics are those that relate to the
participants conducting the task at hand. In general, task and interaction can be separated from each
participants conducting the task at hand. In general, task and interaction can be separated from each
other, but in this experimental setting they are intertwined and, thus, are analyzed and presented
other, but in this experimental setting they are intertwined and, thus, are analyzed and presented
together. The aspects are (a) type of emotion, (b) response, (c) modality, and (d) first time encounter.
together. The aspects are (a) type of emotion, (b) response, (c) modality, and (d) first time encounter.
Type of emotion. The participants experienced the emotions differently. In general, the
Type of emotion. The participants experienced the emotions differently. In general, the
participants found the positive emotions easier to convey than the negative ones, and they were more
participants found the positive emotions easier to convey than the negative ones, and they were
certain that they would choose to convey the positive emotions in the same way again in comparison
more certain that they would choose to convey the positive emotions in the same way again in
with the negative emotions (Figure 18).
comparison with the negative emotions (Figure 18).
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of the robot. The emotions love and anger tend to be gender-dependent, i.e., the experienced gender
the
robot
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[Q34].
The
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of the robot influences the ways these emotions are conveyed [Q34]. The emotions sympathy,
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i.e., the experienced
gender of the
robotofdoes
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fear, and
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i.e., the experienced
gender
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an
robot does not affect the touch patterns for conveying the emotions [Q35]. On the other has
hand,
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pattern
and
it
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whether
it
is
dependent
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independent
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gender
happiness has an ambivalent pattern and it is unclear whether it is dependent or independent of the
(Figure
19).gender (Figure 19).
perceived
Quotation 34: “No, I wouldn’t have punched it if a saw it as feminine. I would have slapped
it [laughter]. But others, yeah. So just the anger-part.” (Participant 62, female)
Quotation 35: “Maybe something like anger in a different way but the rest . . . or something
like love . . . but yeah I think more or less the same, yes.” (Participant 41, female)
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Figure
19. Relation between the aspect ‘Type of emotion’, UX dimensions, and touch behavior.
19

Response. The response from the robot was of major importance to the participants regarding the
Touchavailable
behavior response in this experiment was the robot’s
touch pattern as well as the experience. The only
face that followed the participant’s face in an autonomous
life mode and made some beeps. It did not
Touch type
actively respond to the participants’ touch. In addition, the robot’s limbs were stiff and non-flexible,
and it moved its body slightly
Affect to simulate breathing.
Affect
Conveying emotions is viewed as being an interactive activity, which affects how the participants
Response
conveyed emotions to the robot compared to other
humans. The initial touch did not differ, instead, it
Low
degree
Highreceiver.
degree The participants
was the following touch pattern that was dependent on the response from the
commented
that
they,
in
real
life,
gradually
adapt
their
behavior,
for
example,
increasing,
decreasing,
Increase
Increase
or discontinuing
the
touch,
based
on
interpretation
of
the
response
[Q36].
It
also
seems
that
negative UX
positive UX the need
for response is more important for some emotions than others, although, it is not clear which emotions
UX dimension
are more response-dependent than others.
Odd

Natural

Quotation 36: “If it had been a human then I may have acted a bit differently because then I
would have expected
Easy Now it was
Difficult some sort of response to further build upon with gestures.
more like . . . it felt like . . . now it was one action . . . that it was . . . I was limited to. So, it
Boring
Fun
would perhaps
be a bit different.” (Participant 9, male, translated from Swedish)
The stiffness of the robot’s limbs affected the touch pattern, since the non-flexibility made it
difficult 20
to use certain touch types, such as shaking the robot’s hand in a natural-like way [Q37].
Quotation 37: “[ . . . ] But I felt that for example the arm were a little bit rigid for some, I
think it was gratitude or joy, what I wanted to do was raise his arms and do [inaudible]
but the arms were a little bit hard so . . . I would try the same with a human, but I think
with a human it would be easier because a human would probably follow my movement.”
(Participant 40, male)
Those participants that had a fun experience often attribute the response from the robot, although
2 actual response was not enough for a positive
limited, as one of the reasons [Q38]. For others, the
experience. Instead, the lack of interactive response to the touch as well as the stiffness made the
experience negative as it felt odd and unnatural (Figure 20).
Quotation 38: “It is definitely something different. It is fun because when I touched it, I had
the feeling that, in some way it responded some times. Not always, but some times. I wasn’t
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UX dimension

Difficult
Easy
really sure how strongly I should touch it but . . . yeah it was a nice experience. Just to try it.”
(Participant 2, male)
19
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Difficult
Boring

Natural
Easy

Fun

20 Figure 20. Relation between the aspect ‘Response’, UX dimensions, and touch behavior.

Modality. The setting of the experiment, i.e., only conveying emotions via touch, was experienced
as problematic by the participants. Conveying emotions in this way becomes artificial and constructed,
since, as stressed by many participants, if it had been a natural setting and a human receiver, then a
range of modalities would have been used, such as facial expression, eye gaze, gestures, body language,
words, and tone [Q39].
Quotation 39: “Confusing. I mean interacting with the robot is not the thing that is confusing,
2 talking and without getting any response.
it’s the exercise to try to express emotion without
The facts of interacting with the robot is not the confusing part because it is really like
humanize, like it has the hands, the face, you can really see the different parts but I think
in general it is really confusing for me to express emotion and if I cannot even talk or use
my gestures, then it’s . . . I felt really lost trying to communicate in that way.” (Participant
36, female)
Participants found it difficult, odd, and unnatural to use touch only, which forced them to
consciously reflect on how to convey the emotions. Thus, the touching did not come automatically,
which in turn makes it questionable if the shown touch patterns were the ones the participants would
use in a natural setting [Q40].
Quotation 40: “It was cool. But it was difficult. In general, it is a bit difficult because you
have to think carefully, otherwise it happens more instinctively with ha human or so, maybe
talk a bit. But then this is also fun, because it is something new. Yes . . . that’s about it.”
(Participant 25, male, translated from Swedish)
Furthermore, emotions are differently multimodal-dependent, i.e., some emotions are more tactile
in their nature than others. Some emotions seldom involve touching at all, e.g., disgust [Q41], whereas
shaking hand can be natural when conveying gratitude (Figure 21).
Quotation 41: “Some parts of it was a bit uncomfortable since they are emotions that you in
general try to avoid. Disgust I found very difficult. For that I had to think of for a while. But
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for disgust in particular it was . . . trying to convey it by touch, it is a contradiction in itself.
I think.” (Participant 7, male, translated from Swedish)

Touch behavior

Affect

Affect
Modality

Single

Multi

Increase
negative UX

Increase
positive UX
UX dimension
Natural

Odd

Easy

Touch behavior

Difficult

21 Figure 21. Relation between the aspect ‘Modality’, UX dimensions, and touch behavior.

Affect
Encounters. For
several participants, this was their first encounter with Affect
a humanoid robot. Hence,
Encounters
there is a first-time experience to take into account, since their experience may change after more
First time
Many previous
long-term and frequent encounters with socialModality
robots (Figure 22).
Increase
SomeIncrease
participants
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to meet and interact with a robot for the first time
and they found
Increase
SingleUX
positive UX
negative
Multi UX
positive
it interesting and fun [Q42]. Others experienced it more negatively as they felt insecure [Q43].
UX dimension

Increase
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Oddreally responsive in some way. That it . . . I don’t
Naturalknow, but
Quotation 42: “It felt
when I
negative
UX
positive
UX
shaked it it gave some beep sounds and such. It felt exciting and such . . . that it was sort of
Easy

Difficult

smart. And the experience was also that
is exciting to meet such a robot, or touch it. You
UXitdimension
have seen clips and Boring
such and you know they are really advanced . . . andFun
also very expensive.
Odd
Natural
So this was cool.” (Participant 1, male, translated from Swedish)
22

21

EasyI don’t
Quotation
43: “A little bit strange because I am not used to do something with a robot.
Difficult
know how can I touch him, so it has been strange, especially at the beginning.” (Participant
34, female)
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Figure 22. Relation between the aspect ‘Encounters’ and UX dimensions.
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5. Discussion
The use of social robots in society is expected to gradually increase [2]. A prerequisite for this
development is that the robots are positively experienced by their intended users, otherwise the robots
risk being dismissed. It is therefore imperative to deepen the understanding of the complexity of
UX, its underpinnings, and aspects that affect it. In addition, those aspects influence the interactive
touch patterns of humans. The basis of this paper is an experiment on affective tactile HRI that
investigates how humans convey emotions only by touch to robots, with the purpose of increasing the
comprehension of how users experience this particular kind of interaction and which aspects influence
the experience and their touch behaviors. This paper provides a step towards such an understanding
by taking the UX perspective of the humans in a specific kind of interactive setting.
Not surprisingly, there are four dimensions of experiences that are particularly important for
users when interacting with robots based on the results of this study. These are in its positive form:
safe, natural, easy, and interesting and fun. Their negative forms are: unsafe, odd, difficult, and
uninteresting and boring. Often, it is not possible, particularly with limited resources, to put equally
high efforts in every aspect that could potentially impact the user experience. Instead, it must be
decided which particular experiences are most vital to awaken, and carefully design for and evaluate
with these in mind [66]. The four identified UX dimensions can thus be regarded as prioritized UX
goals, although, most likely not the only important ones.
Furthermore, an interesting observation in our study is that the dominant experiences are negative,
in contrast to what can be expected from preceding research by Lee et al. [17], Ogawa et al. [18], and
Turkle et al. [19] showing that humans want to interact with robots via touch. However, this is not
necessarily contradictory. An expressed preference for communicating by touch can be true alongside
a current failure to set up an interactive touch mode that evokes an overall positive experience in the
users. This underlines the importance of careful interaction design in relation to UX, since emotional
touch in itself does not automatically induce positive experiences.
Regarding the UX it became apparent that many users have a mixture of experiences, not only in
terms of which UX dimensions that are involved but also a blend of positive and negative experiences
during the interaction—even in cases where the interaction is non-complex and relatively short. It
is thus reasonable to assume that a complex and long-term use will involve more UX dimensions
and shifts between positive and negative. This emphasizes the importance of care being taken when
evaluating users’ experiences of social human–robot interaction. To merely ask users if their experience
is positive or negative will be too blunt and probably will not provide an informative result. As such,
we see a tendency in HRI research to treat UX superficially [66]. Instead, the evaluation procedure
needs to allow a broader scope of experiences. Examples of such broader scope can be found in
Young et al. [67], Weiss et al. [68], and de Graaf and Allouch [8].
The important question is to understand what influences how the tactile interaction unfolds as
well as how the human experiences it. It becomes clear in this study that there is an interplay among
many affecting aspects, which makes it difficult to study aspects in isolation (Figure 23).
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touch duration and intensity. Thus, accepting the complexity of influencing aspects is a necessity. The
influence and importance of individual variance on how emotions are conveyed is in line with the
findings of Silvera-Tawil et al. [12], whose results also show that individual interpretations and the
context of interaction affect tactile communication of emotions.
Females touch other people on more regions of their body than males in their tactile
interaction [21,69]. From the interviews another gender issue was revealed. There are indications
that an attributed gender of the robot also triggers difference in emotional touch behavior, which
calls for further investigation concerning gender effects on tactile interaction regarding both robot
gender in itself and the relations between human and robot gender. Prior research by Tay et al. [70]
has shown that gender aspect has an effect on user acceptance in HRI, presenting findings that
imply that gender interacts with occupational roles (security versus healthcare) and participants
preferred matching of gender-occupational roles and personality-occupational role stereotypes.
However, personality-occupational role stereotypes showed a stronger effect on user acceptance
than gender-occupational role stereotypes.
The experiences of conveying emotions to the robot by touching it differs between emotions.
The users in the present study found it easier and were more certain when communicating positive
emotions (gratitude, happiness, love, and sympathy) compared to negative emotions (anger, disgust,
fear, and sadness). A strong effect was found with seven times as many users finding it difficult,
or very difficult, to convey disgust, compared to love. Similar findings were made by Yohanan
and MacLean [55] and Cooney et al. [58]; their participants were asked to show affection and
would respectively receive positive emotional response from the robot, but not expressing negative
emotions such as hate and disgust or correspondingly get negative emotions in return. Taken together,
this indicate that touch can be considered an interactive modality primarily associated with the
communication of positive emotions, while other modalities may be the preferred choice when
communicating negative emotions to a robot.
These results could contrast with studies reporting observations of aggressive behavior against
humanoid-robots. For example, Brščić et al. [71] reported that children spontaneously show abusive
behavior, including kicking and hitting, towards a social robot acting in a public environment. Similarly,
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Salvini et al. [72] observed younger people kicking, punching and slapping their robot acting in an
urban environment. Nomura et al. [73] reported that children that show abusive behavior towards
robots do not see the robot as just a machine, but a human-like entity. As such, there is an association
between children’s abuse of robots with human/animal abuse. These reports constitute clear examples
of physical/tactile interaction carrying negative emotion of a kind that was not observed in the present
study, possibly due to differences in age group, the robots used, or the experimental setting.
Two well-known aspects, response and multi-modality, were confirmed as particularly important
for the UX in emotional interaction with social robots. Regarding response, many participants
stressed a lack of response from the robot as well as its rigidness and stiffness as constraints on tactile
communication. While tactile interaction is often seen as a sender–receiver communication in the
information transmission metaphor (see [74] for a discussion about different metaphors on interaction),
these results highlight the interactive aspect of touch, and the role of the receiver in providing a certain
level of compliance and response. This follows the dance metaphor of interaction [74]. These aspects
apply in design of compliance control of rigid robots but could also be relevant in relation to soft robots
or robots covered by soft materials, for example textiles.
Multi-modality or, as in the setting of this study, lack of multi-modality has been emphasized
by many participants to influence the UX in emotional interaction with robots. Conveying emotions
seems to be a multi-modal activity in itself, which makes it difficult and awkward for the user to use
touch solely. Thus, despite the fact that Hertenstein et al. [16] reported high information content in
affective tactile communication between humans, the participants in this study expressed a desire
to use other modalities than touch, explicitly referring to, e.g., facial and vocal communication. We
believe this should be understood as an argument for the need to consider multi-modality in the
interaction design of social robots.
The study also showed that participants thought about the robot in a variety of ways, which
affected their touch behaviors. A number of participants had humans in mind when interacting, some
did not. The participants attributed different ages, genders, and relations to the robot. Some thought
of the robot as soft, others did not. The many different ways of thinking impose a wide range of ways
users chose to convey emotions, which in turn will likely make it difficult for robots to correctly decode
the affective tactile interaction. By creating clear external conceptual models, it is possible to influence
the thinking of the users [75]. Therefore, when designing human–robot interaction we argue that it is
important to guide users’ understanding of the robot, so they become more coherent, and we get more
predictable interaction. For example, we believe that different users are more likely to touch the robot
in similar ways if there is a clear human age of the humanoid robot, e.g., a young child, compared to a
robot that is designed with an ambiguous age. Of course, the touch behaviors will still differ between
users, but the variety can be expected to decrease.
The participants frequently referred to the lack of context and response from the robot. It may
be worth noting that these observations could also be made in relation to previous research on
human–human tactile communication. For example, Hertenstein et al. [16] used a similar setting,
explicitly asking participants receiving the tactile communication to remain passive. The present
work indicates that this experimental setup, using a passive agent receiving tactile communication,
may change the tactile interaction itself. Furthermore, the generic limitations of experiments can
also be applied to this study, i.e., to what extent the obtained results hold in a natural setting. As
commonly acknowledged, when it comes to interaction between humans and digital artefacts it is
context-dependent, and, hence, there is a need for further studies “in the wild”.
There were several participants that explicitly described the robot as responsive, which in fact
was not the case. We believe this may be related to the use of the autonomous life mode active on
the robot, making it execute head movements towards the user. Although these responses were quite
limited, they clearly engaged at least some users when executed at the right time. To what degree
the perceived differences in interactivity were due to the functionality of the robot or different user
expectations is unclear.
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Few users directly expressed that they adjusted their interaction as a result of the receiver being a
robot rather than a human, but several users reported other aspects, inherent from the robot design,
affecting interaction. The perceived lack of robustness of the robot clearly limited the interaction,
leading some users to reducing or even avoiding tactile communication they otherwise would have
expressed. The unsafe experience may have been amplified by the experimental setting where the
robot was standing on a table (see picture in Section 3.2).
Another aspect of the robot design frequently expressed by the users is the size of the robot. Nao
is just above 57 cm high, which some users perceived as a limiting factor of interactions. Therefore,
we have an ongoing work where we have extended this work to another robot platform, Pepper [20].
Pepper has a height of 120 cm and may be perceived quite differently regarding tactile interaction.
Those who participated in this study volunteered after being made aware of it via flyers and
mailing lists, hence, they were not randomly selected. Thus, there is a risk of bias, e.g., being particularly
interested in robots, which may have influenced the result. No specific bias has been noted in the
material, nonetheless, the risk remains.
6. Future Work and Concluding Remarks
Future work includes addressing the embodied and situated aspects of interacting with humanoid
robots, which have been implicitly mentioned in the users’ experiences when interacting with the
robot through touch. The work reported in this study presents a short-term perspective of how the
users experience the interaction. However, it lacks a long-term perspective and it would be of interest
to examine whether the UX would change if the HRI occurred during a prolonged time frame, e.g., the
perceived trickiness when conveying emotions to the robot through touch only. An additional aspect
is the reverse, investigating how humans experience being touch by robots. Given that touch is a
bi-directional modality in nature and the envisioned smooth and intuitive interaction between humans
and robot implies complex interaction patterns in order to humanize robots. For example, it has been
reported that a robot’s touch reduces feelings of unfairness and enhances persuasiveness [76,77].
In addition, more elaborated and structured UX studies have to be conducted in this area of HRI
research where specific UX goals are identified and then repeatedly assessed [3,5,10]. Highlighting
the importance of evaluating the quality of the human–robot interaction is of major concern for a
user-centered perspective of social robots in HRI. Many evaluation methods and techniques have
been developed resulting in evaluations of different aspects including acceptance, usability, UX,
learnability, safety, trust, and credibility. While some of the aspects are covered in depth, others are
only briefly touched upon in HRI research [1,66]. Lindblom and Andreasson [6] stressed that there
is a need for more theoretical as well as methodological knowledge about methods and techniques
that are appropriate for evaluating UX in HRI, and there is a significant need for conducting valid
usability and UX studies in order to exploit UX to its full effect and to improve positive UX of socially
interactive robots.
An additional issue is how cultural aspects affect the human–robot interaction. The ways robots
are imagined and designed in popular Western science fiction films promote and manifest a dystopian
vision of the future where these robots draw on religious themes of salvation and apocalypse from
the Christian culture that dominates in the United States, in which these films are produced [78].
The imagined and perceived fear of robots envisioned in these films might potentially hinder the
acceptance and use of robots in the Western world that is dominated by Christian values [79]. Japan
portrays a different view regarding their role and perceptions of robots. Alesich and Rigby [78] pointed
out that in Japan, the acceptance of robots is higher than in the United States, and Japanese society has
been very eager to adopt humanoid robots due to socio-political reasons as well as enhanced religious
ones. Japanese acceptance of robots is aligned with religious ideas derived from Shinto and Buddhism,
which both consider man-made objects as a part of the natural world. This view is further strengthened
in Japanese popular culture in which robots are integrated and beloved members of society. That
religious beliefs can have an effect on how persons convey emotions by touch are also indicated
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by the results of Silvera-Tawil et al. [12]. As stressed by Alesich and Rigby [78] robot designers are
often bringing social, moral and aspirational biases to their designs, beyond being narrowly focused
on technological achievements and verifying their own designs, instead of considering the social
implications of their view of robots as machines, tools, divine creatures, or beloved companions.
To conclude, we would like to point out that the UX perspective is of major concern given that
this type of interactive technology allows humans to become more socially situated in the world of
technical artefacts. As humanoid robots become more ubiquitous in our daily lives, humans and
robots are envisioned to interact and work in common and shared physical and socio-cultural spaces.
These closer spaces change the nature of human–robot interaction considerably, where touch or haptic
feedback could function as useful additional modality for communication that is very natural for
humans to utilize. That means the real strength of humanoid robotics is its potential to facilitate more
‘natural’ human–machine interaction, allowing humans to interact with artefacts in the ways they are
used to interact with each other. There are also human expectations that experience of interacting
with humanoid and other kinds of social robots should result in trust for these kinds of technologies.
In order to achieve technical and social acceptance, the ways people interact with robots should be
accomplished through effortless interaction envisioning smooth, natural, and intuitive interaction
paradigms that, in the long run, foster public acceptance of these kinds of robots. Furthermore,
studying how humans interact with humanoid robots may provide significant insights concerning the
fundamentals of human–human interaction, because it is in relation to something more familiar that
the unknown becomes visible and makes sense. Thus, it is a win–win situation for both perspectives,
addressing what it means to be a human being.
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